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G’day Woodies,


March and April have been very busy months at the Shed with lots of personal projects being worked 
on, courses teaching new skills, lots of timber being milled and dried for future use and projects to 
support others, like the Toy Makers producing toys for the Salvos. 


Please take a moment to think what contribution you can make to the Club - can you demonstrate/teach 
other members something?, do you have a few spare minutes to work on toys?, could you spend some 
time in our garden?

These are the little extras that make the difference and create the great atmosphere we enjoy.


This is the time of year for Grant applications from the Gambling Community Benefit Fund, which has a 
major round of up to $100,000. We have entered a request to upgrade our Dust Extraction system and 
an application has been made on behalf of the Soccer Club for $100,000, to upgrade and seal the 
entrance road and the carpark of the Sportsground.


We are also looking at applying for a grant to purchase a new blade guard for the Hammer Saw to 
improve the safety of that machine. Take a look at the videos…… https://gregmach.com/product/
harvey-overhead-guard/   This goes hand in hand with efforts to improve safety of operators after recent 
mishaps on machines at the Club. We must all be analysing our approach to operating machines and 
preparing ourselves for the critical moment that something goes wrong. That split second reaction can 
be so important.


Russ Middlecoat has returned to the Safety team and will be on the lookout for trouble spots and 
methods considered dangerous.


Organisation of the Woodies Wonderful Weekend of Wood is well underway with publicity being handled 
by David Friend and Peter Rich. There are flyers available at the Shed so please take some to put up 
wherever you can. Please have plenty of product for sale and tools, tools, tools. We have already had 
some tools donated to the Club and these will be sold to raise money for the Club. 


Gary Emmett is working on a display of old tools for the Open Days and into the future using the Hyne 
Timber Cart. There are also some mesh panels on the walls of the Henderson Shed that can be used for 
display purposes.
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The changes at the tennis club are underway, with the Pineapple Court being excavated by 150mm and 
the road base removed used to create a level area at the side of the Clubhouse. The remainder is being 
used for road repair, which has already made a big improvement in the dip. The green surface covering 
from the Pineapple Court will be used to cover the new area and when that is complete, we can access 
some of that material to cover a couple of areas where weeds are a problem. A new fence will be 
erected in a dark colour to contrast better with the yellow balls.


To all Woodies and family not feeling up to scratch, we send our thoughts and love.


 Max


The first batch of shirts and a 
sample cap have arrived from the  

embroiderers and look great. 

Shirt Logo costs $10 on your shirt 

Your name on opposite side $5 

Cap shown including Logo $20 

If there is enough interest in caps we 
would order a quantity of them to 

have on hand.

1. Incidents: Recently there have been several incidents occurring in the shed. There were

several reports of kickback. Plan your work and choose the correct push stick for the job. Check the 
position of the riving knife. Make sure the riving knife is in play. Don’t short cut and pull the timber 
stock back behind the blade. Push stock all the way past the backend of the blade.


The fence on Woodman #2 table saw was pushed into the running saw blade. Don’t move the fence 
while the blade is running. Stop the saw and then adjust the fence.


The riving knife on the woodman #1 has been bent and twisted on a couple of occasions. I know of 
one incident where the riving knife caught on the blade guard and was bent. I would like to know 
how it was bent on other occasions. If anyone can shed some light on this, I would like to hear it.


SHED MAINTENANCE BY  John Isles and Kev Devlin

1. Workshop: the shed is getting cluttered again with timber off cuts. If you don’t want the off cuts, 
then I am sure no one else wants them. So please dispose of them.


Workshop cleaning. It is failing again. I know some of you put in the effort to clean machines and 
workshop, which is appreciated. I would like all members do their fair share. The shed captains need 
your assistance to clean the workshop, machines and empty the bins. Please get in and help. The 
shed captains like to go home on time as well.




Table saws/Panel saw: It is noticeable that members are just walking away and leaving these 
machines with a mess on the table and the floor around them. When you have completed your work 
clean up afterwards. Also please return the blade below the tabletop. This will indicate to the next 
user that the machine is ready to use. If you remove a guard from any of the machines to do your 
work, then return the guard to the machine when you have completed your work. 


1. Thicknessers: Replaced a broken cutter and several chipped cutters on the Carbatec 15” 
Thicknesser. Checked the cutters on the 20” Carbatec thicknesser and all cutters were in good 
order.


2. Another 2 shelters have been erected for timber storage.


3. I have fitted a stop to the fence on the Woodman #2 Table saw to prevent it being pushed into the 
blade. If you need to get closer than this, then you will need to use the sacrificial fence.


Remember to remove all drills bits from drill chucks, router bits from routers and 
return them to where they are stored, return all saw jigs to their respective 

locations, return table saws and panel blades to below the tabletop after each use, 
clean up

Smile – it 
increases your 

face value! 
Shed Manager 

John Isles 
Kev is on holidays.

Mitre 10 
TIMBER AND 
HARDWARE, MALENY 
“For all your Hardware needs”

Phone 5494 2466




Clip-on casters carry the cabinet

When I built an out-feed cabinet 
for my tablesaw, I wanted it rock-
solid, yet mobile, and the same 
height as the saw. This caster 
system installs and removes 
easily, so the cabinet rests solidly 
on the floor at the correct height.


By installing heavy-duty shelf 
standards and upside-down 
brackets, I created a "shelf" that 
becomes a platform for attaching 
casters to the underside. I used a 
pair of 3" swivel casters on one 
platform and fixed casters on the 
other.

For the platforms, glue up two 
layers of 3⁄4 " stock (you can also 
use 11⁄2 " stock). I made them 51⁄2 " 
wide to provide clearance for the 
swivel casters. Cut a 3⁄4 "-deep 
dado near each end to fit each shelf 
bracket. Trim the brackets to match 
the width of the platform. To make 
the brackets more rigid, cut 
hardwood fillers to fit inside.

Drill into the end of the platform and through the bracket 
before installing a screw to hold the bracket in place. Mount 
the casters to each platform and install the wall standards on 
the cabinet.

To install and remove the casters, use a crowbar to raise one 
side of the cabinet while slipping the brackets into the slots in 
the standards. 

—Michael Behrmann, Lampe, Mo.

TIPS & TRICKS FROM WOODMagazine.com

Always-ready saw guide

I needed to cut a small piece of bendable plywood 
to final length for my project, but the piece was too 
unwieldy and fragile to cut safely with power tools. 
I pulled into service a traditional woodworker's tool
—a handscrew—to act as a guide for my handsaw.

Line one side of the handscrew with masking tape 
to keep the saw teeth from damaging the clamp. 
Clamp the handscrew to the workpiece while 
holding the saw against it to align the saw on the 
cut line. Then clamp the handscrew in your vise to 
make the cut, guiding the saw flat against the jaw. 
This technique works so well I've started using it on 
other projects that require small workpieces.

—Lucas Peters, WOOD® magazine
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Photos of the garden seat Ron Turner made for 
Heather Spring in memory of her parents.


As you can see, in the last photo, painting such 
an item a dark colour and then facing the item 
towards the western sun,  does not do any 
favours towards the wood.  Shrinkage and 
degradation of the timber will occur.  I did 
mention this before the time of installation!


The timber is our tallow-wood, well seasoned 
before construction, and I'd used 3/4" dowel 
joints with epoxy glue, stainless screws, and 
exterior furniture oil.


The seat is in the garden at the Maleny RSL

For Sale -

A list of the timbers available  in each bay.

1-  Fiddlewood (new)

2- Norfolk Island Pine

3- Unknown species from local rainforest

4- Silky Oak

5- Silky Oak

6- Silky Oak

7- Silky Oak

8- Silky Oak

9- Silky Oak

10- Swamp Cypress

11- Swamp Cypress

12-

13- Magnolia (low stock)

TIMBER BITS by Bruce Chapman

14- Fiddlewood (new)

15- Fiddlewood (new)

16- Jacaranda (new)

17- Red Cedar

18-

19- Camphor Laurel

20- Camphor Laurel

21- Camphor Laurel

22- Camphor Laurel

23- Mexican Bean (low stock)

24- Silver Ash slabs (New stock)

25- Mango

26- Mango




Outside the green shed is wood for the turners and some slabs

Slabs available are: Avocado, Jacaranda and Silky Oak


Drying Rack – 
NOT AVAILABLE for purchase. Timber here is stabilised after taken from kiln. Generally moved to sales 
area in one week. Please keep the front of this area clear. We need to access the timber here every 
Friday. Silky oak in rack will be available within a week.


Kiln 
Jacaranda slabs


COURSES
1. BOWL TURNING 

      Wednesdays and Mondays from 8 am. One day course. Costs $5 over and above the club costs.

       Run by Leigh Boynton.


2.   CURLY LEG TABLE

       Probably Tuesdays after Easter. The information sheet is on the board for you to sign up and it’s 

      filling fast. Run by Kev Devlin.



And from John Muller
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